ROEBUCK HUNT IN
FRANCE

During several years we have now had many hunters on our French roebuck districts and the results are
very satisfactory. Everyone reports a dense population of old bucks, strong trophies and good hunting
organization. In this area, many strong bucks are taken every year also in in the medal class, some of
which are gold medal bucks. These aspects in combination with a beautiful countryside, excellent
accommodations and great food and wine make for a perfect hunting holiday.

Hunt suitable for everyone

No special fitness
requirements

Accommodation in a house

Bow hunting
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Roebuck Hunt in France
Overview

HIGHLIGHTS

The district lies in a beautiful, fertile and very varied
landscape, with rolling hills, forest, meadows and some
arable crops. The district is a 1.5 hour drive south east of
Toulouse. Roebuck hunting pressure is very limited, and
there is a good chance of shooting a large, mature buck.
In addition to the roebuck hunting the Haute Garonne is
also a very interesting part of France. It is the “narrowest”
part of the country, with only 200km separating the Atlantic
Ocean from the Mediterranean Sea. There are many
fascinating historic towns and castles, including Toulouse,
the famous pilgrimage destination Lourdes and Pau. The
tiny country of Andorra is also close by. The local cuisine
and wine are worth the journey alone. All of this makes the
destination also very attractive for the non-hunting
members of the family.

Highly satisfactory results
Dense population of mature bucks, good trophies
and well organised hunting
Beautiful, fertile and varied terrain, with gently
sloping hills , woodland, meadows and some
farmland.
Every year many good bucks of a medal winning
standard - including a number of gold - are shot
here

The Hunt
The optimal period to hunt roebuck here is in June, July
and up to 10th August,
however in September it is possible to combine a roebuck
hunt with hunting for red stag, or on another district, for
chamois. This second district is around a drive of 1.5 hours
away.
It is possible for 3 - 4 hunters to hunt here at the same
time, and you can choose to hunt 1:1 or 2:1. The hunt is a
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mix of lying in wait and stalking. The French hunting guides
are very experienced, but you should not expect them to
speak any language other than French. But as in so many
other hunting destinations, you will find that hunters have
their own special international “language”. The outfitter
speaks good English, and he will also guide most of our
hunters.
During the hunt you will stay in a small hotel/guesthouse
close to the hunting district.
The easiest way to get here is to fly to Toulouse. From
there you can either take a rental car or we can
arrange transfers to the hunting district. We can naturally
help with arranging flights.
If you would like to spend a few more days in this part of
France, or perhaps bring along the family, we would
recommend that you hire a car.
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ACCOMMODATION
ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation - Gers, France
During your hunt you will stay in a small hotel/guest house close
to the hunting district. We use a number of different
establishments, but generally speaking they are all very charming,
often in equipped with modern facilities such as delightful rooms,
with private bath and toilet, common sitting areas, wifi, and some
even have a swimming pool. Do not expect to loose weight here.
Normally you will enjoy a light breakfast early in the morning
before going out hunting, then when you return you will be served
a delicious brunch. Of course there is also a wonderful dinner,
with taste French specialities and a good glass of wine.

and the hunt manager can arrange for you to be collected at the
airport in Toulouse and transferred to the hunting district.
Naturally we would be happy to help you book flights.
If you would like to spend a few extra days in this part of
France, and possibly bring your family along, then we would
recommend that you hire a car.

On top of the hunting, this region of France is also very
interesting. Here where the country is at it narrowest, it is only
around 200 km to both the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean
Sea. There are many exciting historic towns and chateaux, for
example Toulouse, the famous town of Lourdes and Pau, while
the tiny country of Andorra is also close by. The wonderful food
and wine of the region is well worth the trip by itself. All in all, it is
a very attractive destination for the non-hunting part of the family.
The easiest way to get here is to fly to either Toulouse or Pau,
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PARTNER
PARTNER

Sudchasse
Our partner, Julien, is both an outfitter and professional hunter,
who has been carefully building up his successful company over a
number of years. We have enjoyed an excellent working
relationship with Julien since 2012, and he has really taken great
care of our hunters, giving them some great hunting experiences
and some fine trophies.
Julien offers roebuck hunting during the summer, while during the
autumn and winter he concentrates on hunting chamois, mouflon
and red deer.
Together with his skilled hunting guides, he takes care of all
aspects of your hunt and accommodation here. He makes sure
you will stay as close to the hunting district you will hunt in as
possible, that all the licenses and paperwork are taken care of,
and that your trophies will get the best possible treatment.
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HUNTING
HUNTING AREA
AREA

Gers
The two roe deer districts are respectively in the Gers region,
close to the town of Auch , and in the Pyrenees Atlantique, where
the regional center is Pau. From Toulouse it’s around a 1½ hour
drive to Auch, while the districts close to Pau are circa a 3-3½
hour drive from Toulouse. It’s also possible to fly to Pau, from
where it’s about an hours drive from the hunting district. Our
partner has more than 60,000 hectares of hunting. The terrain is
extremely beautiful, fertile and varied. It is relatively mountainous
with “gentle hills”, woodlands, plenty of hedgerows, small copses,
grassy meadows, steep, narrow ravines, and farmland growing a
wide range of crops including wheat, sunflowers, maize, pasture
and more. It provides one of the best reedier habitats that we
have come across. Hunting pressure is limited, and there is a
great chance of shooting a very good mature buck.

roebuck hunt here with hunting for red deer, or for chamois in a
different district.
A maximum of 3-4 hunters can hunt here at the same time, and
you can choose between hunting 1:1 or 2:1. If you choose 1:1
guiding a maximum of 2-3 can hunt the same district
simultaneously. The hunt is a blend of lying in wait and
stalking, with stalking being the predominant form of hunting.
The French hunting guides are very experienced, but please
don’t expect them to anything other than French, but as
everywhere else, hunting has it’s own universal “language”.
The hunt manager and most of his permanent staff do speak
good English however.

During the years that we‘ve been offering roebuck hunts here,
medal winning bucks have been shot annually, including a
number of gold medal standard.
The best period to hunt roebuck is in June, July and up to 10th
August. However in September it is possible to combine a
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Price and info on your tour
Specification of price

Prices
Description

Possible Lodging Dates

Price from (per. person)

Price per hunter 1:1

1. June 2023 - 7. September 2023

€1,575,00
(Observer €675,00)

Price per hunter 2:1

1. June 2023 - 7. September 2023

€1,150,00
(Observer €675,00)

The price includes

The price does not include

3 days hunting

Flights to Toulouse and transfers

4 days accommodation with full board in a double/twin

Rifle hire €50,- per day

room

Trophy fees

All transport during the hunt

Gratuities

French hunting licence

Drinks
Trophy preparation and shipment € 60,- per roebuck
Arrangement fee € 200,- per hunter
Hunting travel and cancellation insurance
EU-public liability insurance € 9,00,Everything else not mentioned under “the price
includes”
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Trophy Price List
Roebuck up to 104,9 CIC points

€ 595,-

Roebuck over 105 CIC points

€ 1.000,-

When In Season
Mouflon up to medal

€1,790-

Mouflon gold, silver or bronze

€1,990-

Red stag 14 pointer +

€ 2,690-

Any supplements or extra trophy fees are paid directly to the hunting district after the end of the hunt.
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GAME
GAME

Roebuck Hunt in France

Buck/Roe Buck/Roe Deer
(Europe)
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About us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours
Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

company - are built on more than four decades of

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

seller, really is.

chairman of the concern.
What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of
Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

security. Our experienced staff really know our

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

customers into our business.

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event
of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

wrong.

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up
the market for direct booking and packages sold by
“agents” of more or less transparent character and by
agencies based abroad.
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